
X. The National Security Council at its second meeting referred 3AKACC

304/21 to the HSC Staff for revision in the light of the comments! at the

meeting,

2. 5ANACC 304/11 appears to be designed to accomplish the following two

related but separate purposes 1

a* 2o initiate the conduct of covert psychological operation* abroad,

b. To ensure that all overt foreign informational activities and co-

vert psychological operations are carefully coordinated,

3* Therefore„ in the interest of security and clarity, the Staff of the

National Security Council has prepared separate reports to the National Secur-

ity Council designed to achieve .each of the above purposes , This report deal*

with the purpose described in i-a, while NSC deals with the purpose

enumerated in

4. The enclosed draft directive to the Director cf Central Intelligence

is believed to be appropriate and adequate action with reference to covert

psychological operations abroad. This directive is ao designed as to accomp-

lish the following desirable ends:

a. It specifies the reason and the authority for the Council’s

actioaj

-* It grants sufficient authority to the Central Intelligence

Agency, while
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c. At the sam time it ensures that CIA will conduct such opera-

tions in a manner consistent with our foreign policy and subject to

coordination with overt foreign informational activities as envisaged

by NSC .

4 . It does not embarrass any executive department by official

contact with such operations,

5, It is therefore recommended that the Rational Security Council

approve and issue the enclosed directive to the Director of Central In-

telligence,

SIDNiiX «, SOUihS
executive Secretary
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The National Security Council considers that, in the inter-

est of national security, overt foreign informational activities of

the U. 3. Government should be supplemented by the initiation of co-

vert. psychological operations abroad designed to assist the atvain-

isent of U. S. objectives and to counteract the effects of antl-U. 3.

propaganda.

In view of the close relation of such operations to national

intelligence activities and as authorized by Section 102(d)(5) of the

Hatlonal Security let of 1947, the JNational Security Council hereby

directs the Central intelligence Agency to initiate and conduct, to

the extent of available unvouchered funds, such covert psychological

operations abroad as are consistent with U. S. foreign policy, pro-

vided that these operations are closely coordinated with overt for-

eign informational activities of the U. 5. Government.
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